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T
his paper presents challenges faced in rapidly
accelerating technological development and the
need for a transdisciplinary approach to en-

gineering systems. An analogy is drawn with the-
ories of technical system development to propose a
mechanism for dynamic knowledge integration using
transdisciplinary approaches. The mechanism for dy-
namic knowledge integration is based on a three-level
progression of the scope of transdisciplinary research
activities. Concepts and tools from engineering de-
sign and innovation are used to explain challenges
and opportunities for the future of transdisciplinary
research, and preliminary measures for transdisci-
plinary and interdisciplinary knowledge integration
are discussed. Validation of transdisciplinary re-
search is then discussed in light of approaches to phi-
losophy of science and the sociology of intellectual
dis-course. Examples are given of transdisciplinary
research areas that combine engineering design with
other fields such as sustainability, biology, manage-
ment of technology.
Keywords: transdisciplinary research, engineering
innovation, knowledge integration, technological sys-
tem development.

1 Introduction

In this paper, the author argues for the need of
a transdisciplinary research and educational frame-
work to address large-scale, modern engineering sys-
tems and to prepare engineers, designers, and re-
searchers of the future. In discussing this need, the
author considers several issues: the theoretical issues
involved in crossing disciplinary boundaries, the de-
velopment of more comprehensive understandings of
large-scale problems, and the integration of concepts
and methods from multiple disciplines.

During the last decade, the number of complex
problems facing society has exploded, and the tech-
nical knowledge and understanding in science and
engineering required to address these problems is
rapidly evolving. The National Academy of Engi-
neering (NAE) has presented a list of the twenty
greatest engineering achievements of the Twentieth
Century. These engineering contributions celebrate
technical achievement and highlight the impact of
engineering on the quality of life [1]. All of them
have created complex engineering systems and result
from the contributions of multiple disciplines. A few
examples of the rapid pace of technological changes
are the groundbreaking advancements in semicon-
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ductor and software technologies, the biosciences,
nanotechnology, and cognitive sciences [2].

In addition to the great achievements of engineer-
ing, the list of failures is growing as well. Recent
failures include delayed schedules and cost overruns,
projects that go back to the drawing board halfway
through the development process, and those that
never get implemented at all [3-5]. Often these fail-
ures arise at the interface between the engineering
systems and their social-technical interfaces. Many
trends pose challenges–or opportunities–for the fu-
ture: globalization; energy demands; environmental
impacts; social, cultural, political, and economic
forces; new human-machine interactions; new, open
ways of distributing knowledge; and a more pervasive
presence of technology throughout society [6-8].

The world has changed due to globalization, in-
cluding multinational R&D facilities in developing
countries, high-tech production in China, and the
outsourcing of service jobs to India. Yet, engineering
education–especially at the undergraduate level in
the US – has remained substantially unchanged since
the 1950s when the current structure of engineering
education was established to meet cold-war concerns
about science as codified in the Grinter report of
1955, [9-11].

As Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon stated, “We
have learned very well that many of the systems
that we are trying to deal with in our contemporary
science and engineering are very complex indeed.
They are so complex that it is not obvious that
the powerful tricks and procedures that served us
for four centuries or more in the development of
modern science and engineering will enable us to
understand and deal with them. We are learning
that we need a science of complex systems...”[12].
The last two decades of designing large-scale engi-
neering systems has taught us that neither mono-,
multi-, or inter-disciplinary approaches provide the
environment that is necessary to promote the level
of synthesis and collaboration that is necessary to
extend beyond existing disciplinary boundaries and
produce truly creative and innovative solutions to
large-scale, complex problems.

This paper aims to clarify some of theoretical
issues involved in crossing disciplinary boundaries
from an engineering perspective, contribute to a
more holistic understanding of large-scale problems,
and describe from a technological standpoint, the
integration of concepts and methods from multiple

disciplines. This paper is structured as follows:

Section 1 introduces the challenges faced because
of rapidly accelerating technological development
and motivates the need for a transdisciplinary ap-
proach to engineering systems. Section 2 defines
transdisciplinary research, shows the importance of
engineering and design, and discusses open and mass
innovation concepts. Section 3 draws on an analogy
with theories of technical system development to pro-
pose a mechanism for dynamic knowledge integration
using transdisciplinary approaches.

The mechanism for dynamic knowledge integra-
tion is based on a three-level progression of the scope
of transdisciplinary research activities. The author
draws parallels between transdisciplinary research
e↵orts and analogous activities in engineering inno-
vation. Concepts and tools from engineering innova-
tion are used to explain challenges and opportuni-
ties for the future of transdisciplinary research, and
preliminary measures for transdisciplinary and in-
terdisciplinary knowledge integration are discussed.
Validation of transdisciplinary research is then dis-
cussed in light of approaches to philosophy of science
and the sociology of intellectual discourse.

Section 4 describes examples of transdisciplinary
research that combine engineering design with other
fields such as sustainability, biology, and manage-
ment of technology (management and economics).
Section 5 discusses challenges in creating a transdis-
ciplinary science for engineering. Section 6 presents
a summary and conclusions.

2 Need for Transdisciplinary
Approaches

Although there may be much buzz these days about
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research, ef-
forts at cooperation between disciplines are often
ad hoc, driven by the desire to secure funding for a
particular project [13]. Is there an underlying con-
nection between the disciplines, and if so, what is
it?

2.1 Characteristics of Transdisciplinary
Approaches

Kollman and Ertas provide a summary of defini-
tions of transdisciplinary approaches and distinguish
transdisciplinary e↵orts from other cross-disciplinary
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approaches such as multidisciplinary and interdisci-
plinary e↵orts. They present the results of a survey
that show that transdisciplinary e↵orts are charac-
terized by sustained collaboration and a high quality
of integration among methods and approaches [14].

E↵orts to define and establish transdisciplinary
research can be traced back to the early 1970s [15,
16]. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the
term transdisciplinary appeared in 1972 and may
be defined as “Of or pertaining to more than one
discipline or branch of learning.” From its earliest
usage, transdisciplinary indicates greater coopera-
tion and integration between disciplines than do
interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary [17]:

1972 E. JANTSCH in OECD: Interdisci-
plinarity II. i. 105 The ultimate degree of
co-ordination in the education/innovation
system,...which may be called transdis-
ciplinarity, would...depend on a com-
mon anxiomatics [sic]....The whole educa-
tion..system would be coordinated as a
multi-level, multi-goal system, embracing
a multitude of...interdiscipli-nary two-level
systems, which... will be modified in the
transdisciplinary framework.

Transdisciplinary education and research take col-
laboration across discipline boundaries a step fur-
ther than do multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
programs. Transdisciplinary goes beyond multidisci-
plinary and interdisciplinary to mutually share meth-
ods and subjects between disciplines [18]. Nicolescu
describes the three-fold nature of transdisciplinarity:
“Transdisciplinarity concerns that which is at once be-
tween the disciplines, across the di↵erent disciplines,
and beyond all disciplines.” He continues by stating
that its “goal is the understanding of the present
world, of which one of the imperatives is the unity
of knowledge,” [15].

Multidisciplinary research is characterized by
studying a research topic from the perspective of
multiple disciplines at the same time. Specifically, a
multidisciplinary approach uses methods from two
or more disciplines to examine a common topic. Ac-
cording to Kollman and Ertas, “Multidisciplinary
teams do cross discipline boundaries; however, they
remain limited to the framework of disciplinary re-
search,” [14]. In general, researchers from di↵erent
disciplines work independently, each from his or her

own discipline-specific perspective to address a com-
mon topic.

Interdisciplinary research involves the application
of a method from one discipline to topics studied by
other disciplines. According to Kollman and Ertas,
“In...interdisciplinary activities, researchers from dif-
ferent disciplines work jointly on common problems
by exchanging methods, tools, and concepts...to find
integrated solutions,” [14]. In other words, interdis-
ciplinary research concerns the transfer of techniques
methodsbetween disciplines.
Most recently, Ertas lists several characteristics

of transdisciplinary research. Namely, it “us[es]...
shared concepts, frameworks, tools, methodologies
and technologies to solve common unstructured re-
search problems; eliminates disciplinary boundaries
for strong collaboration; redefines the boundaries
of natural science, social science, humanities and
engineering by bridging them, and leads [to] the
development of new knowledge, shared common con-
ceptual frameworks, tools, methodologies and tech-
nologies,” [19]. Engineering must play a vital role in
advancing transdisciplinary e↵orts, and conversely
transdisciplinary e↵orts will further advance engi-
neering, technology, and science.

2.2 Importance of Engineering and Design

Having a fundamental understanding of engineer-
ing systems has become increasingly important as
the pace of technological development has acceler-
ated due to global collaboration and competition.
Technology has driven changes in design and de-
velopment processes for engineering systems [20].
Products have become integrated engineering sys-
tems, and design and production requirements cross
disciplinary boundaries. Knowledge from many dis-
ciplines – within engineering as well as other disci-
plines outside of science and engineering, such as
business, social sciences, medicine, etc. – needs to
be integrated to create e↵ective systems or products.
According to Ertas, the essence of the transdis-

ciplinary approach is “a foundation of design fun-
damentals and process development and manage-
ment....This core is then surrounded by knowledge
and skill ‘tools’ selected from various disciplines.
These tools can be updated as needed to keep pace
with developing technology,” [20]. The process en-
visioned for achieving transdisciplinary engineering
starts with “extract[ing] the common elements, de-
sign and process, from existing disciplines and syn-
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thesiz[ing] them into the foundation of the new trans-
discipline...The transdisciplinary approach provides
an umbrella of the core design, process, systems, and
metrics common to all disciplines that [are] necessary
for problem solving,” [21].

Science alone will not be able to solve today’s
problems. Petroski has noted the importance of
engineering and its neglect by society in comparison
with science. In particular, Petroski believes that
the creativity and initiative that mark engineering
e↵orts are vital to addressing national and global
challenges [22].

Public perception of engineering recognizes its
importance to national and international competi-
tiveness, economy, quality of life, security, but uncer-
tainty about engineering among the general public
remains. Conflicting perspectives on the essential at-
tributes that comprise the engineering design process
result in a lack of coherent criteria for introducing en-
gineering to P-12 students and an inability to make
engineering an attractive discipline for prospective
students and to improve public perceptions of the
contributions of engineering [23].

A recent study by the NAE highlights the chal-
lenges: The strongest association with the engineer-
ing profession that was identified by the general pub-
lic and prospective students is the need for strong
science and math skills among engineering practi-
tioners. The authors of the report conclude that the
commonly used approach of engineering outreach,
namely emphasizing science and math and the practi-
cal benefits of being an engineer “may damage rather
than increase the appeal of engineering.” It overem-
phasizes their importance instead of placing these
subjects “correctly, as just two of a number of skills
and dispositions...necessary to [be] a successful engi-
neer.” The report instead recommends emphasizing
“the inspirational, optimistic aspects of engineering”
similar to the image of a “physician...who cures dis-
eases and relieves human su↵ering.” As they note,
“The medical profession does not market itself to
young people by pointing out that they will have to
study organic chemistry or by emphasizing the long,
hard road to becoming a physician,” [24].

The di↵erence between science and engineering
can be captured in the statement by von Karman:
“Scientists study the world as it is, engineers create
the world that never has been.” Sohlenius expands
on this thought by explaining that an engineer “anal-
yses what is, imagines what should be, creates what

has never been, analyses the results of the creation,”
[25]. Simon contrasts the subjects of inquiry in sci-
ence and engineering as “natural things: how they
are and how they work” in contrast to “artificial
things: how to make artifacts that have desired
properties and how to design,” [26].
To explain the overemphasis on science in engi-

neering education requires a historical analysis of
the forces that shaped engineering curricula after
World War II. [27] According to Simon, “Schools
of engineering... are all centrally concerned with
the process of design....[yet] it is ironic that in [the
twentieth] century the natural sciences almost drove
the sciences of the artificial from professional school
curricula, a development that peaked about two or
three decades after the Second World War. Engi-
neering schools gradually became schools of physics
and mathematics....The use of adjectives like ap-
plied concealed, but did not change, the fact,” [26].
In particular, there was a shift towards “engineer-
ing science” subjects at the expense of design and
manufacturing, even to the point that “the educa-
tion system has treated engineering as synonymous
with engineering science,” [28]. “The idea that en-
gineering is an ‘applied science’ had a↵ected many
programs adversely....[I]t sent the wrong message to
engineering schools and reinforced the idea that the
reductionism model of engineering research is what
engineering research was all about. It downgraded
technology innovation, design, manufacturing, and
other related fields,” [29].

While the shift to “engineering science” may have
made sense in the context of the cold war [27], a
re-emphasis on the creative aspects of engineering
design is needed to maintain competitiveness in the
current globalizing context.

2.3 Open and Mass Innovation
Approaches

Innovation is a broader activity than invention – in-
cluding not only the physical realization of a novel
idea, but also including its acceptance. “The leaning
towards cross-disciplinarity that characterizes much
scholarly work in this area reflects the fact that no
single discipline deals with all aspects of innovation.
Hence, to get a comprehensive view, it is necessary to
combine insights from several disciplines.” [30] The
Oxford Handbook of Innovation provides a summary
of the contribution of various fields to understanding
innovation processes – yet does not include engineer-
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Table  1:  TRIZ  Level  of  Invention  [35-37].

ing. It lists economics, cognitive science, sociology,
organizational science, management, economic geog-
raphy, economic history, and history of technology
[30].

An example of an innovation model from the dis-
cipline of management is the concept of open inno-
vation [31, 32]. This view is based on the premise
that useful knowledge is widely distributed, not only
found within a firm. All companies need to seek out,
connect with, and leverage these intra-firm and ex-
ternal sources of innovation. Moreover, the resulting
products and systems can go to market from within
or outside the firm as well. Open innovation research
can be categorized according to its focus on the in-
dividual, organization, value network, or industry
sector. It studies inflow and outflow of ideas and
products and accompanying policies and enabling
practices. According to Chesbrough et al., “The
open innovation paradigm treats R&D as an open
system. Open innovation suggests that valuable
ideas can come from within or outside the company
and can go to market from within or outside the com-
pany as well....Open innovation assumes that useful
knowledge is widely distributed, and that even the
most capable R&D organizations must identify, con-
nect to, and leverage external knowledge sources as
a core process in innovation,” [31].

Globalization and cyberinfrastructure provide new
mechanisms to create opportunities for mass inno-
vation, which the author defines as “expanding and
di↵using innovation activities to the general popu-
lation through connecting individual inventors and
entrepreneurs with the engineering tools and ser-
vices needed to assess and realize their novel design

concepts,” [33].
In contrast to the firm-level approach of manage-

ment science, an approach for evaluating innovation
that is based on the technical content of a patented
idea is the concept of level of invention. This was
defined by Altshuller as a part of the theory of in-
ventive problem solving (TRIZ) [34]. The five levels
of invention are based on the resolution of system
conflicts (caused by functional coupling) through
transdisciplinary approaches. These levels of inven-
tion are based on the combination of the resolution
of system conflicts and the borrowing of solutions
from within or outside the discipline of the conflict.
[35-37]. Table 1 shows criteria for the five levels of
inventions and their definitions.

It is notable that the definitions of these levels of
invention take into account knowledge transfer and
integration. Note that the higher levels of invention
that are the goal of engineering design research and
industrial practice include by definition a greater
degree of knowledge transfer from one discipline to
another; that is, knowledge for the higher levels
of invention come from disciplines that are more
intellectually distant from the problem being solved.

3 Model of Transdisciplinary
Knowledge Integration

In this section a model of transdisciplinary research
is presented. The purpose of this model is sketch a
research process that can be applied in transdisci-
plinary research. The input of the process is a re-
search question, and the output is a set of concepts,
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Table  2:  Activities  in  Transdisciplinary  Research  Compared  with  Innovation  Processes.

theories, and methods that can be tested or used
for explanation and prediction. The main phases
of the research process are data gathering, theory
development, and theory validation. Each phase
comprises one or more activities that are performed
to generate, transfer, or assess knowledge. In some
research projects, a research team works through all
phases. In other projects, one research team initiates
the work, and the results of this phase are passed
to others who continue the research by working in
subsequent phases [38, 39].

3.1 Parallels between Transdisciplinary
Research and Engineering Innovation
Activities

Research into engineering design has yielded insights
into the nature and structure of the design process
and formal, discipline-independent representations
of design objects or artifacts – the product of the de-
sign process [40-42]. Additionally design research has
produced many tools to aid design activities from ei-
ther a discipline-independent or an intra-disciplinary
perspective. While lacking a common terminology,
many of the design theories have highlighted simi-
lar insights [43]: structures for modeling, processes,
“design thinking,” and tools. Each of these areas
sheds some insight into creativity, innovation, and
knowledge transfer.
Table 2 lists parallels between transdisciplinary

research and engineering design, development, and
innovation activities. The purpose of discussing
concepts from engineering design and drawing an
analogy between transdisciplinary research and en-
gineering designs are two-fold: first, to clarify the

role of transdisciplinarity in engineering design, and
second, to explain the role of engineering tools and
models in understanding and aiding transdisciplinar-
ity.
As can be seen from the table of activities, there

is a great deal of commonality between transdis-
ciplinary research and engineering innovation pro-
cesses. It is the belief of the author that models,
theories, and methods from engineering design will
be helpful in promoting and facilitating transdisci-
plinary research. Likewise transdisciplinary research
can broaden the perspective of engineers and pro-
mote the creation of more creative solutions than
would be generated by traditional methods within
individual engineering disciplines.

3.1.1 Models of Engineering Design Processes

Ross defines a model as “M is a model of A if M can
be used to answer questions about A”[44]. This pa-
per presents ideas for a model of transdisciplinary re-
search activities for the use of either those interested
in implementing transdisciplinary research processes
or for those interested in explaining the events and
outcomes of these processes. Common models of en-
gineering design processes represent design activities
in terms of functional modeling – identifying func-
tional requirements and constraints that need to be
satisfied for a given set of customer needs, mapping
between various design spaces, such as functional
and physical descriptions of the design, and hierar-
chical decompositions. Two tools that are useful
in developing engineering systems are strategies for
identifying and resolving engineering contradictions
and methods for creating modular systems. Parallels
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Figure 1: Domains.

between these concepts and their use in transdisci-
plinary research will be explored.

Functional Modeling

Formal methods used for representing functions dur-
ing problem formulation describe a system’s func-
tions and how they interact [45, 46]. They are in-
tended to facilitate communication among designers
and stakeholders, build group consensus, and sup-
port the development of innovative and collaborative
designs [47]. Problem formulation has been observed
to be the most di�cult task in design [28], and it is
critical because design programs and designed arti-
facts will fail if problem formulation never stabilizes
or is based upon incorrect premises. Recent research
in engineering design has started with a “functional
basis” for representing engineering designs, yet this
is only one of many approaches to modeling functions
that have been proposed [45, 46].
The approaches to representing functions can be

divided into two categories: (1) “functional basis”
or “black box” approaches that trace various flows
through a system (typical examples include func-
tional basis [34, 48-50], black box, and structured
analysis and design technique (SADT) [44, 51-53])
and (2) those that alternate between functions and
physical means, progressing from systems to compo-
nents to create a hierarchy of functions (for example,
function means tree (FMT) [40, 41, 54-56] (compare
with [57] and [28, 58]), enhanced FMT [59], Geros
function – behavior – structure (FBS) ontology [60-
63], and SysML [64, 65]). Recent publications by
Erdena et al. and van Eck et al. have compared
and contrasted prominent approaches to functional
modeling [66, 67].
Functional modeling can be helpful in clarifying

the goals of a transdisciplinary research e↵ort. In
particular, functions can be stated using “solution-
neutral language” [28] as desired transformations
from an input state to an output state, independent
of specific solutions. Additionally, functional basis
methods can be used to map flows through relevant
systems and are intended to provide a common lan-
guage that can improve communication among team
members [49].

Mapping

The design process can be defined as developing or
selecting means to satisfy objectives, while being
subject to constraints [68]. During the design pro-
cess, the task that is being addressed can be divided
into domains as shown in Figure 1. The nature
of the design elements in each domain changes de-
pending on the field of the problem. The domains
consider the perspectives of the customer, functions,
system, manufacturing process, etc. Design consists
of a mapping between domains – what the designer
wants to do and how he or she decides to do it.
These domains can be in terms of function-behavior-
structure, FRs and DPs, and customer expectations
and engineering characteristics, etc., [28, 69-71]. The
interactions between elements in di↵erent design do-
mains is represented in terms of matrices of design
relationships. These matrices capture relationship
either for elements within one domain, such as the
design structure matrix (DSM) [71, 72] (see also,
[73]), or between elements such as the axiomatic de-
sign matrix [28, 58], the multiple-domain matrix [74],
and the house of quality (HoQ) in quality function
deployment (QFD) [70].
Similar to engineering design, transdisciplinary

research also involves mapping across multiple do-
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Figure 2: Hierarchies.

mains. In transdisciplinary research, goals are
mapped to the products of various disciplines. These
could consist of theoretical concepts, models of vari-
ous phenomena, methods or tools that comprise the
discipline and theories that connect the theoretical
concepts, models, and observed phenomena using
the methods or tools.

Hierarchies

The design process progresses from a system level
to levels of more detail [68]. The decisions about
the product or system are structured a hierarchical
manner, as shown in Figure 2, and hierarchies exist
for any design object in each of the domains, includ-
ing functional, physical, and process. Hierarchies of
requirements, solutions, and constraints range from
systems levels to levels of increasing detail, from
systems to subsystems to assemblies to parts to part
features to material properties. Domains, mapping,
and hierarchies provide a structure for information
about the design decisions that have been made.
The framing of design tasks in this way enables the
identification of general patterns in design decisions
[28, 40, 50].

Many researchers in engineering design have used
hierarchical structures to represent the flow of de-
cision making in design, starting with Marples [57]
and including function-means trees [40, 41, 54], ax-
iomatic design [28, 58], and others.

Transdisciplinary research is inherently hierarchi-
cal. A large systemic problem is broken down into
smaller pieces through mapping to various disci-
plinary pieces that are ultimately reintegrated into
a new, holistic framework. Depending on the dis-
ciplines involved and the various elements that are
adopted from each discipline, the smaller pieces are
further decomposed until the researchers know what
to do with them.

3.1.2 Tools

Engineering Contradictions

One criterion for choosing good engineering solutions
is to choose solutions that minimize or eliminate sys-
tem conflicts. System conflicts exist when attempts
to improve some system attributes lead to the deteri-
oration of other system attributes. A system conflict
can be defined as (a) a useful action simultaneously
causes a harmful e↵ect, or (b) the introduction, or in-
tensification, of a useful action or the elimination, or
alleviation, of a harmful action causes an inadequacy
or an unacceptable complication of one part or of
the whole system. From a TRIZ standpoint, to make
a good invention means to resolve a system conflict
without compromise [36]. The existence of system
conflicts has also been termed as a coupled design
[28]. System conflicts can be at the level of engineer-
ing parameters such as a conflict between weight and
strength, or power versus fuel consumption. They
can also be manifest as physical contradictions such
as the need to possess contradictory physical prop-
erties for di↵erent functional purposes, such a need
to have both large and small size.

Both axiomatic design and TRIZ provide tools for
problem formulation that help identify areas within
a system or design that have system conflicts or
are functionally coupled. Within TRIZ are several
algorithms, methods, principles, and examples for
creatively modifying systems to eliminate conflicts
[35-37]. Axiomatic design, provides both qualitative
and quantitative approaches for assessing coupling
to provide an objective means for identifying good
design [28]. Some of these tools and techniques
would be helpful in transdisciplinary research to
identify the conflicts among di↵erent disciplinary
goals, models, and perspectives. Moreover, they
should help participants from multiple disciplines to
reduce their “psychological inertia” [34] and create
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a common language for their problem in a “solution-
neural environment” [28].

Modularity

A design can be arranged into di↵erent “chunks” or
modules (groups of physical components) [71, 75].
Modularity is the use of standard parts or inter-
faces to provide flexibility and variety in meeting
customer needs. According to Websters dictionary,
it is the use of standardized units or dimensions as
a means for providing “flexibility or variety in use,”
[76]. Specifically, flexibility is defined as desired va-
riety in inputs and outputs in performing functional
requirements, and modularity is one strategy for pro-
viding this desired flexibility. The types of flexibility
that are enabled by modular design include separate
testing of functions, synthesis of products with cus-
tom functionality using new combinations of existing
parts, and ease of product change. These benefits
of modularity that are espoused by proponents do
not correspond to a single uniform set of product
characteristics: A wide range of possible benefits
of modularity are given in [77] and [78], and Ger-
shenson et al. give definitions and tools for modular
design [79, 80].

Three types of modularity and associated metrics
can be defined [68]: Resource modularity character-
izes the ease of manufacturing or implementation;
operational modularity characterizes the extent to
which the users have options in the operation of the
system; and interfacial modularity characterizes the
amount of design e↵ort embodied in an engineering
change order (ECO). The first corresponds to the
modularity of the design parameters, the second to
the operation of the functional requirements, and the
third to the modularity described within the design
matrices that relate the functional requirements and
design parameters.

In many situations modularity is a desirable char-
acteristic from an engineering perspective. While
the concept of separating problems into independent
sub-tasks or problems is by definition antithetical to
the transdisciplinary ethos, some of the concepts or
measures of modularity may be useful to the trans-
disciplinary research community in either assessing
the amount of integration needed for a particular
problem or in more e�ciently organizing research
tasks and resource allocation. For example, Brown-
ing presents several uses of design structure matrices
for structuring development activities, organizing
development teams, or physically laying out systems

[71, 81], ( See also [75]).

3.2 Theory of Technology Evolution

The above descriptions of engineering design pro-
cesses can be combined with recent economics the-
ories about technology development. Arthur states
that the term technology as commonly used covers
three distinct concepts. To clarify the di↵erences,
he looks at technology at three levels [82]:

1. The technologies embodied in a particular de-
sign

2. The families of technologies that comprise an
engineering domain or discipline

3. A technium, which is technology as the whole
“collection of devices and engineering practices
available to a culture” at a time

Similarly transdisciplinary research e↵orts can be
viewed in the context of the types of problems that
are to be addressed:

1. The integration of knowledge for a particular
research topic

2. Newly emerging bodies of knowledge that grow
out of a community of researchers

3. The sum of knowledge available to society at
one time

3.3 Mechanism for Dynamic Knowledge
Integration

Specifically, the development of a new technology is
“a [physical] phenomenon captured and put to use.”
This involves the combination of existing technolo-
gies. Arthur makes three claims about this evolution
of technology [82]:

1. Novel technologies arise by combination of ex-
isting technologies.

2. “The stock of existing technologies must some-
how provide the parts for combination. So the
very cumulation of earlier technologies begets
further cumulation....[T]herefore, existing tech-
nologies beget further technologies....These new
technologies in time become possible compo-
nentsbuilding blocksfor the construction of fur-
ther new technologies....The overall collection
of technologies bootstraps itself upward from
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the few to the many and from the simple to the
complex. We can say that technology creates
itself out of itself.”

3. Technology builds out of both combination of
existing technologies and the constant capturing
and harnessing of additional natural phenom-
ena.

Taken together these three claims are used to build
a theory of technology that explains its evolution:
“Modern technology is not just a collection of more or
less independent means of production. Rather it is
becoming an open language for the creation of struc-
tures and functions in the economy. Slowly, at a pace
measured in decades, we are shifting from technolo-
gies that produced fixed outcomes to technologies
whose main character is that they can be combined
and configured endlessly for fresh purposes,” [82].
This explanatory mechanism can be applied to the
transdisciplinary research process. Over time, e↵orts
to address research topics expand from a focus on a
particular system or situation under consideration to
generating new bodies of knowledge that build upon
each other and that continually integrate new dis-
coveries, newly recognized physical phenomena, and
new technologies. Transdisciplinary research seeks
to integrate knowledge from existing disciplines in
unique ways.
At the level of an individual research topic, it

may be su�cient to bring together researchers repre-
senting multiple disciplines to investigate a common
problem from diverse perspectives. If the results re-
main within the individual disciplinary frameworks,
this would represent a multi-disciplinary approach.
Kollman and Ertas describe an example of designing
a wind turbine as a collection of individual sub-
systems: a structure designed by civil engineers, a
gearbox designed by mechanical engineers, control
systems and power transmissions designed by elec-
trical engineers, etc., [14]. Many stakeholders may
be represented in multidisciplinary e↵orts. If the
system is free of system conflicts and coupling as
described above, then modularization is possible. If
so, tasks can be easily divided and work can be
performed e�ciently.
On the other hand, it is often desirable to con-

sider the interfaces between the disciplines. In an
example like the wind turbine design, changes that
are made to gearbox may make structural design
or power generation easier [14]. In this case, inter-

disciplinary e↵orts are necessary. By working more
closely together and explicitly considering the inter-
faces between modules and design activities, a more
optimal solution can be obtained. As a result of this
type of interaction,new bodies of knowledge and new
bodies of technology may develop. New knowledge is
being generated that can later serve as a building
block or stepping stone for further e↵orts.
The final stage of knowledge integration requires

broadening perspective even further. Such ap-
proaches to problem solving and technological sys-
tem development consider areas far away from tradi-
tional discip disciplinary boundaries. In such cases,
teams consider the social or environmental impacts
of large-scale engineering or technical systems. Koll-
man and Ertas describe issues related to wide-spread
use of wind power technology, including health ef-
fects from noise and vibration, visual impact on
communities, e↵ects on wildlife and bird migration,
etc., [14]. These considerations would all normally
be considered outside the bounds of an engineering
problem.Ultimately some problems require creative
solutions that draw upon the sum of knowledge avail-
able to society at one time – or may even be be-
yond the current scope of knowledge of society. In
such cases researchers and practitioners need very
open and creative approaches to search for analo-
gies among far-flung disciplines, technologies, and
scientific phenomena. New approaches to identify
relevant analogies among disciplines and apply them
to engineering systems are needed.

3.3.1 Measures of Knowledge Integration

One premise of transdisciplinary research is that in-
novative ideas embody the novel combination of so-
lutions that already exist separately in other designs
and in other disciplines. This empirical observation
has been made in the management and economics lit-
erature of innovation research [83]. It has also been
used as part of the definition of level of invention
provided by TRIZ in combination with the concept
of resolution of system conflicts [36]. Adams and
Tate have presented an approach to tie these observa-
tions to the engineering design of innovative designs,
thus characterizing innovative designs according to
their level of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
combination of knowledge [84-86].

The quantification of transdisciplinary knowledge
integration has been applied to design information
embodied in patent documents. The inter - and
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transdisciplinary knowledge integration measures
that Adams developed were constructed through the
use of natural language processing, latent seman-
tic analysis, and information retrieval techniques
to build a data set of disciplinary functional and
physical terms. The definitions of the measurements
take into account the distribution of functions and
solutions that comprise one design idea.
When considering the distribution of these func-

tions and solutions that are described as subjectac-
tion object (SAO) terms over many disciplines (in a
general sense this can be n disciplines), some of the
terms will be found only in one discipline. Others
will be found in two disciplines, three disciplines,
etc. up to terms that appear across all n disciplines.
There are two types of knowledge integration that
can be recognized in these terms. The first is typi-
fied by SAO terms that are used across n (or some
subset of n) disciplines; this represents transdisci-
plinary knowledge. The other type of knowledge
integration is typified by a design idea that con-
tains SAO terms that are present previously in one
discipline (that is monodisciplinary functions and
solutions) but that has synthesized a new integration
of mono-disciplinary terms coming from what were
previously n (or a subset of n) distinct disciplines.
This type of knowledge integration can be considered
as interdisciplinary knowledge integration.

3.4 Criteria for Assessing
Transdisciplinary Research

Scientific and other intellectual theories comprise
fundamental knowledge areas in the form of percep-
tions and understandings of di↵erent entities, and
the relations between fundamental concepts. The
fundamental concepts are at a more abstract level
than observations of real-world data. These percep-
tions and relations are combined by researchers or
practitioners to produce specific consequences, for
example, predictions of events to be observed [39,
68].

3.4.1 Paradigms and Research Programs

The establishment of a disciple or transdiscipline can
be distinguished by its paradigm or research program
and its research community. According to Kuhn a
paradigm for research is a unifying view of a disci-
pline (“the entire constellation of beliefs, values, tech-
niques, and so on shared by the members of a given

[research] community” [87]) that is brought about
exemplars (“the concrete puzzle-solutions which [are]
employed as models or examples...as a basis for the
solution of the remaining puzzles of normal science”
[87]). Thus, for example, Newton’s Principia is a
treatise which served as a unifying vision for the
paradigm of Newtonian mechanics, and Dobzhan-
sky’s Genetics and the Origin of Species provides an
exemplar for the paradigm of neo-Darwinian biology.
A research program can be defined as “a sequence
of theories representing the development of a central
idea,” [88]. Similarly, a research tradition consists of
“(1) a set of beliefs about what sorts of entities and
processes make up the domain of inquiry; and (2)
a set of epistemic and methodological norms about
how the domain is to be investigated, how theories
are to be tested, how data are to be collected, and
the like,” [89].

Therefore, a paradigm or a research program con-
sists of four interrelated items [39, 68]:

• aims: an articulation of the scope of the field
in terms of both problems that have been
solved (exemplars) and problems remaining to
be solved (anomalies) which should be covered
by the program–and are expected to be – but
have not yet been

• methodology: guidelines for further developing
the program – particularly in a manner consis-
tent with the problem – solving approach that
the program has been following

• theories: relationships between fundamental
concepts of the field and application to specific
problems

For transdisciplinary research, these items are not
fixed. As Laudan indicates, paradigm change can
be at many levels – ontology, methodology, or aims –
and change can occur for one or more of these items
at a time [90]. In the case of transdisciplinary e↵orts,
a new research program is established in response to
a particular situation or a particular need. Once the
area of interest is determined and a multidisciplinary
research team is established, in a transdisciplinary
e↵ort, the team has the flexibility to determine the
aims of the project: What is to be addressed? What
issues cannot be solved using current disciplinary
approaches? Then concepts, methods, and theories
from participating disciplines can be examined for
relevance; terminology can be refined, redefined, or
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created; and a new transdiscipline can be established
for that particular problem or project. If the same
disciplines repeatedly work together and the scope
and depth of collaboration increase, over time a
new body of knowledge representing a new research
tradition can gel.

3.4.2 Progressiveness

Tate and Nordlund provide a generic research pro-
gram for design that describes data gathering, theory
development, use of theories, and theory validation.
[39] The criteria for choosing a research program are
related to – but not synonymous with – the exis-
tence of anomalies or counterexamples. Anomalies
are defined as “recalcitrant instances, not [as] refu-
tations” [91]. Specifically, anomalies are identified
with the expectation that they will be “solved” by
the research program. The issue is whether the pro-
cess of solving these anomalies is done in a manner
consistent with the programs heuristic–its program-
specific set of problem-solving techniques [88]. As
an example, for Newtonian mechanics, its heuristic
consists of its mathematics: di↵erential calculus, dif-
ferential and integral equations, etc. [88] Given that
all theories have anomalies (according to Popper’s
definition, they would be considered to be falsified),
the quality may be judged according to the following
criteria. A progressive research program meets three
conditions [88]:

• Theoretically progressive condition: It must
make new and interesting predictions, that is,
undreamed of [88] by other programs. And
these predictions are particularly good if they
are counterexamples to rival research programs
[91].

• Empirically progressive condition: Some of
these predictions must be corroborated by the
experimental evidence.

• Heuristically progressive condition: Further-
more, when anomalies are identified, the pro-
gressive program must be accommodating and
explaining these anomalies in a manner consis-
tent with the spirit of its heuristicas opposed to
in an ad hoc manner.

Transdisciplinary research e↵orts can be compared
against these criteria. By definition they have a ba-
sis for comparison in their respective disciplines. So

the criteria concern the relative merits of the trans-
disciplinary results compared with the disciplinary
alternatives. Are the transdisciplinary theories able
to explain and predict new phenomena that the old
theories could not address? Do the results match
the predictions? Is the research program making
progress in way that is consistent with its heuristic?
If so, the particular transdisciplinary approach is
a success; if not, an alternative should be found.
Degenerating programs, by definition, do not meet
the above criteria.

4 Examples of Transdisciplinary
Research in Engineering

Several recent research topics in engineering highlight
cross-disciplinary knowledge transfer and transdis-
ciplinary research approaches. These include sus-
tainable design, biomimetic design, and engineering
innovation.

4.1 Sustainable Design

Sustainable design can be defined as incorporating
larger environmental, resource, and social issues into
decisions of the conceptualization, design, manu-
facture, operation, and end-of-life of products and
systems. These larger issues include, for example,
environmental concerns, energy independence, and
social impact. The sustainable design concepts and
approaches should be driven by social and indus-
trial needs while addressing forward-looking issues
including the design and development of innovative
products and service systems that use dramatically
less energy, the provision of energy using “green”
technologies, minimizing impact on the environment
and biosphere, economic viability, and promotion of
social well being for current and future generations.
E↵orts to teach sustainable design need to instill an
appreciation for the innovation processes by which
the sustainable designs can be adopted [92].

4.2 Biomimetic Design

Biomimetic systems design is the use of biological
models to solve analogous engineering problems. Bi-
ological systems can provide stimulation for many
various design objectives, including adaptability to
changing environments, optimization, sustainability,
repair, risk analysis and remanufacture. Systematic
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methods and processes are proposed for engineers
to access biological knowledge, identify analogical
biological phenomena, comprehend material in the
biological disciplines, choose one or more analogies,
and apply analogical reasoning to create new knowl-
edge.

Transdisciplinary research activities can progress
through several levels of increasing scope of knowl-
edge integration and collaboration. Biomimetic de-
sign is an example: it can be conducted at the level
of an individual project – one engineering system or
problem to be solved, such as mimicking the texture
of shark skin or dynamic cross-section changes in
wing profile – or it can be considered at the level
of a growing body of knowledge that spans biology,
mechanisms, materials, and controls. Most of the
e↵orts in generic approaches to biomimetic design
have been in the area of electro-mechanical systems
and within the mechanical engineering community
[93-96]. These e↵orts have not yet been integrated
with computer science or software engineering to
form the third level of transdisciplinary knowledge
integration. There have been some e↵orts at mim-
icking for example, the human immune system for
software intrusion detection, but these e↵orts have
not joined with the e↵orts from mechanical disci-
plines.

4.3 Engineering Innovation

One research area in which the need for transdisci-
plinary approaches has been recognized is that of
innovation. Recent publications and workshops have
articulated the need for tighter integration between
engineering design research and the study of inno-
vation [97-99], the process by which technological
changes are introduced and spread. [I]nnovation in
its broadest sense ... refer[s] to the entire process by
which technological change is deployed in commer-
cial products, [31]. Innovation is a broader activity
than invention: “A technology may be invented, but
it will not be an innovation until it is widely applied”
[2].

No single discipline deals with all aspects of inno-
vation, thus there is a tendency towards crossdisci-
plinary research in the field. To get a comprehensive
view, the insights from several disciplines must be
combined [30]. Economics treats the innovation pro-
cess as a “black box” and deals primarily with the
allocation of resources to innovation and its eco-
nomic e↵ects. For example, economics studies the

economic impact of technological change and how
di↵erent nations or regions support or hinder in-
novative activity. Cognitive science and cognitive
psychology investigate the creativity used and the
learning that occurs in the process. Organizational
settings are studied within sociology, organizational
science, management, business, and social psychol-
ogy. Economic geographers tie innovative learning
processes to specific contexts or locales, which can
change over time as explained in economic history.
Finally history of technology investigates the links
between the specific technology and the organization,
economic, and social e↵ects [30, 31].

5 Challenges and Opportunities

Sperber describes the challenges faced in interdisci-
plinary work and recognizes that current e↵orts do
not go far enough in promoting understanding and
cooperation between disciplines. While “grant pro-
posals...have built in interdisciplinary rhetoric and
describe future collaboration among people from dif-
ferent disciplines,...this is mostly done in order to
meet the criteria for the grant. The actual scientific
content generally consists in the juxtaposition of
monodisciplinary projects with some e↵ort to artic-
ulate their presentation.” Sperber believes that the
easiest way to have interdisciplinary work received is
not to present it as such, but “to produce di↵erent
versions of it for each of the disciplines concerned,”
[13]. Much of the di�culty of interdisciplinarity is
due to the fact that attention, recognition, and au-
thority are channeled by disciplinary institutions,
yet researchers should recognize that “disciplines are
artificial ‘holding patterns’ of inquiry whose meta-
physical significance should not be overestimated.”
Researchers should not have a “providential view of
the history of science [that] science is normally as
it ought to be.“ This view ”refuses to consider that
science (or a particular science), had it pursued a
di↵erent course of inquiry earlier in its history, would
have ended up in a better epistemic position than it
is in today. It simply take[s] for granted that [there
could be no better outcome than that resulting from
the choice] to dump Aristotle for Newton, Newton
for Einstein, etc.and at roughly the times and for
the reasons they were dumped,” [100].
The prospect of transdisciplinary research is ex-

citing. The growth of globalization, cyberinfrastruc-
ture, and other enabling technologies should facili-
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tate broader participation in research and innovation
activities. New networks of researchers can be cre-
ated in a short time, and other non-traditional par-
ticipants can become involved in solving the worlds
problems. Whenever invention or innovation occurs,
someone has recognized a need and acted upon it.
The inventor or innovator identified shortcoming
with existing designs, systems, technologies, theo-
ries, etc. and acted upon that insight [101]. Imagine
the what-if scenario in which individuals around the
world recognize needs in their own communities and
have access to the engineering, science – even trans-
disciplinary research – and build new knowledge to
realize their visions for solutions.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented challenges faced due to
rapidly accelerating technological development and
the need for a transdisciplinary approach to engi-
neering systems. The focus of the paper was on
drawing an analogy between transdisciplinary re-
search and theories of engineering design and tech-
nological system development. The analogies were
used to propose a mechanism for dynamic knowl-
edge integration using transdisciplinary approaches
based on a three-level progression of the scope of
transdisciplinary research activities. Concepts and
tools from engineering design and innovation were
used to explain challenges and opportunities for the
future of transdisciplinary research, and preliminary
measures for transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary
knowledge integration were discussed. Validation of
transdisciplinary research was presented in light of
approaches to philosophy of science and the sociol-
ogy of intellectual discourse. Finally examples of
transdisciplinary research areas that combine engi-
neering design with other fields such as sustainability,
biology, and management of technology were given.
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